On Tuesday, March 28, 2023, planets Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Uranus and Mars aligned and were able to be seen from Earth. All of the planets orbit the Sun in essentially the same plane, which causes them to line up on occasion. Mercury was not apparent because it was the planet closest to the horizon, and just next to it will be a brighter object, the planet Jupiter. Uranus was not as apparent, while the brightest planet was Venus. Even though not all of the planets were able to be seen by the human eye, this was an interesting scientific event.
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Summer Sand & Fun By MJ Brooks

Splash into Summer! By Kate Cooper
Scoops is an ice cream and grill restaurant located in Mountville PA. The owners are Jason Risner and Gabrielle Petrina. They have been in charge of Scoops since 2010 and started catering trucks as part of their operation in 2020. Jason started working at Scoops at the ripe age of just 15 years old. Jason and Gabrielle sponsor many local events and are a huge part of the community. You may have even seen them at Hempfield football games serving a variety of ice cream flavors. They have 24 different Turkey Hill ice cream choices and many American type foods. Scoops also owns the golf course boulders miniature golf located right next to the restaurant featuring 19 different holes.

However, Scoops wasn’t always under Jason and Gabrielle’s management. Scoops was originally built in the late 1990’s where it underwent multiple changes in management until it was acquired by Jason and Gabrielle. In the community, Scoops hosts a variety of events for community members such as: National Ice Cream Day July 17th and Christmas in July on July 18-25th. For extra information look below:

Scoops-Open everyday from- 11 AM to 9PM
Course- 10:30 AM to 9 PM

*does not include special days*
Girls Lacrosse
By: Landon Chandler and Laith Altufayli

As spring slowly sets into place, another season of girls lacrosse has arrived. At Hempfield, girls lacrosse is a club sport that accepts players from both Landisville and Centerville Middle School. The Jr High girls team is led by coach Aaron Matteew.

We asked members of the girls lacrosse team a couple of questions about how they feel about their lacrosse season, as well as their experience. Allison Rush says that their best game as a team was against Ephrata because they communicated very well, and played as a team.

Communication is a hard part of lacrosse because it’s difficult to stay focused on your game while simultaneously being focused on your teammates’ games. Ally wants to work on her catching and throwing of the ball, and believes that will improve her all around game the most. She also states that the team can improve the most in effort and communication.

Bryce Calabreta says that her teammate, Erin Matthews, is the most improved player because she puts in the most effort and practices very frequently. Bryce says that the team needs to work on spreading out on attack and making smarter passes. She is competing in a summer lacrosse club called Extreme.
Lucy Fahrney believes she played her best in her game against Manheim Township. She scored 5 goals and was a crucial part to their victory. Lucy’s favorite part of the lacrosse program is the relationships and sisterhood that is built when playing. Lucy will be participating in Phantastix lacrosse in the summer.

To close, lacrosse has its difficulties, and it is certainly a difficult sport. But, there are many pros to being a lacrosse player as well. You get to play the sport you love and learn valuable lessons from coaches and mentors. You also get to play a sport you enjoy, and you get to play it with many friends. The black knights lacrosse club has given girls lacrosse an incredible program, and we are all grateful for it.
The Black Knights lacrosse team’s seasons has finally ended, and their hard work and dedication left them much to hunger for next season. Lacrosse is known as the fastest sport on two feet and can be quite complex, so the CMS newspaper chose to dive deep into the current roster of the team, who the coaches are, and the different positions that each player can choose to play.

The most important part of a team are the coaches, so here are some answers to questions we asked one of the team’s coaches, Coach Harbeck. The record for the A-Team of the Black Knights were 4-7, with wins against Exeter, Ephrata, Council Rock, and Penn Manor. Coach Harbeck hopes that with many 7th grade students returning for 8th grade next year, that they will improve their record by a ton. This is Coach Harbeck first year coaching, he has helped out a little in his hometown of Quakertown. He played for 9 years, at the middle school level, high school level for Quakertown, and at the college level at Millersville University. He thinks their season was a success, but the biggest improvement needed on the A-Team is consistent communication on and off the field, so people build chemistry with each other. According to Coach Harbeck, their team has been doing good at committing to practices, trying their best in all facets of the game, and consistently growing with other players on and off the field. The effort that the players have put into practices has led them to win some of their games. He is proud of all the players for being able to commit to lacrosse while maintaining good academics and mental health. Coach believes that if the team has consistent passing and catching and off-ball movement, it could lead to further goals. If the team continues to build chemistry with one another and keep getting better, they will find success in lacrosse.
Boys Lacrosse (Cont.)

Attack is the position that starts by the opponent's goal. They can only come up to the midfield line, and if they go over the midfield line, it is called offsides. Tyler Goerner is an attack player who is good at cutting around the crease from behind the goal (which is called X). He wishes to get better at his stick skills. The game he and his team performed the best in was the game against Ephrata, and in his opinion, the most challenging game was against Cumberland Valley. His advice for new players is for them to hit the wall, and get better at their stick skills. Another attackman on the Black Knights lacrosse team is Adam Heuston. Adam is skilled at shooting and dodging, but wants to get faster and more agile. He believes the game where the Black Knights have played the best is against Twin Valley, where it looked like the team had gelled together and played really well! He also believes that their toughest game was against Manheim Township. Heuston's advice for new lacrosse players is: “What you put in is what you get out.”

The middies are allowed to go wherever they want on the field, but there are special types of middies. Some middies do the faceoff, which is how you win the ball back after a goal is scored. Some are long-stick middies, which are midfielders that play with a longer stick for defense. Then, there are short stick middies, who just play with a normal sized stick. We have a spectacular group of middies, and two of them are Cooper Keever and Saylor Hunt. Cooper and Saylor both play faceoff and play on the wings, which is a middle who helps to get the ball after a faceoff. Cooper is very fast and can hit hard to disrupt the play and force a turnover. Although he is a great middle, Cooper believes he needs to get better at his stick skills, which is basically catching and throwing. He thinks the Black Knights best games were either their second game against Township or against Twin Valley. He thinks their toughest game was the first tournament games they played, since they didn’t have all their players. For new players, he believes they should hit the wall for 30 minutes a day and stay active in the offseason for lacrosse. The next midfielder we will talk about is Saylor Hunt. Saylor is good at stick skills and is good at finding the open man on offense. Saylor needs to get better at being physical and he needs to get stronger. Saylor believes their best game where they played the best was their second game against Twin Valley. He believes their toughest game was against Cumberland Valley. Saylor's new advice for new players is to “hit the wall and put in effort.”

The Black Knights Lacrosse Club is happy to have a great group of defensive players as well. We have interviewed some of our best defenders, Jason Dickerson and Chase Penell. Jason says that working on stick skills is one of the most important aspects of the game, depending on how good you are at your stick skills, depends on how good you are at the overall game. He states that some of their games that helped them improve the most were the first games against Twin Valley and Manheim Township. He says that because they lost those games, they could reflect on why they lost and were able to get better at those specific skills. Chase is very good at taking the ball away from defenders and being physical and forcing turnovers via many defensive checks. He says he needs to work on his off hand to become the best lacrosse player he can be. Chase likes how the team played in their second game against township, where they really played their hearts out and didn’t let Township go without a fight. He thinks their toughest games were either their first game against Manheim Township or Twin Valley.

The Black Knights boys lacrosse team is very grateful for the support of the community and all of the volunteers who have helped bring our lacrosse team to a success. Without this support, games, practices, and fundraising would not be possible. Keep an eye out for upcoming Black Knight's games in the future and enjoy an intense, exciting sport!
Historically speaking, Black History Month was originally not even a month; it used to only be a week long and was changed when the U.S. president Gerald Ford decided to extend it to honor the achievements of Black Americans throughout history. There are many well known famous Black people like Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King Jr., George Washington Carver, Barack Obama, and many more. However, there are many more important black voices that are not as well known. For example, Gwendolyn Brooks. Gwendolyn Brooks was an American poet, she was also an author, and a teacher. She wrote about personal struggles and celebrations of ordinary people in her life and community. She won the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry on May 1, 1950, for Annie Allen, making her the first African American to win a Pulitzer Prize.

Another example of a prominent black American is Frederick McKinley Jones who was an American inventor, entrepreneur, engineer, he won the National Medal of Technology, and an inductee of the National Inventors Hall of Fame. He invented mobile refrigeration technology. He received 61 patents, 40 for refrigeration technology. Next, Ida B. Wells was an American Investigative journalist, an educator, and a leader in the civil rights movement. She was one of the founders of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Mae Carol Jamison is an American engineer, physician, and former NASA astronaut. She became the first black woman to travel into space when she served as a mission specialist aboard the space shuttle Endeavor in 1992, she is still alive today.

Finally, Dorothy Vaughan was a mathematician, and NASA'S first black manager. Vaughan is the first African-American to receive a promotion at NASA, she was an expert in Fortran. She was also the first one to discover the introduction of computers. Before Dorothy Vaughan discovered computers she was a human computer who worked for NACA and NASA. She was also the first African American woman to be the supervisor of the West Area Computing Unit. Overall, this month is here to honor these people for their great deeds. They all deserve to be honored and to be recognized for everything they did for the world, and their people.
Teacher Spotlight: Mrs. Hill

Mrs. Hill teaches 7th and 8th grade World and American history. At first, Mrs. Hill taught highschool, but she decided to transfer to middle school because she wanted to help her students have more fun and to help develop more in middle school. Mrs Hill wanted to teach world history because she thinks everyone should learn about previous events. She believes they are of importance in the world and current events as well. Before teaching, she actually earned a degree in acting before she became a teacher. She did eventually enter into teaching, and her reasoning was because her mother thought she would make a great teacher, and she was right!

Some fun facts she’d want us to know about her is that she loves traveling and has been to 48 out of the 50 states! A piece of advice that Mrs. Hill would give her incoming students is to always try their best— no matter the task at hand. Her favorite unit to teach is about the development of the early government in the United States, and she loves learning about different cultures and religions in her free time to further her knowledge as a teacher. Thank you so much for being a great teacher here at Centerville Middle School Mrs. Hill.